Blue light has been shown to elicit a tumbling response in E. coli , a non-phototrophic bacterium.
Introduction
Phototaxis, the light-dependent movement of microorganisms, was first reported as early as the 19th century in certain species of purple bacteria (1) . Along with halobacteria and cyanobacteria, purple bacteria are phototrophic, i.e. they use light as a source of energy.
Phototaxis confers an obvious advantage to phototrophic bacteria as it allows them to migrate to optimal illumination conditions (2, 3) . Escherichia coli , on the other hand, is a surprising example of a non-phototrophic bacterium for which exposure to blue light results in changes in motile behavior (4) (5) (6) (7) .
E. coli motility is governed by a few simple principles that allow it to find the most favorable environment efficiently. E. coli is propelled by a bundle of helical, rotating flagella and swims by alternating between two types of motion-'runs', during which cells swim in one direction along an approximately straight path, and 'tumbles', during which cells randomly reorient. Runs correspond to counterclockwise (CCW) rotation of all flagellar motors, which results in a tight bundle of flagella propelling the cell forward. During tumbles, one or more flagella rotate clockwise (CW), breaking from the bundle and causing random reorientation of the cell before the next run (8) . The fraction of time spent tumbling-the 'tumble bias'-therefore depends on the fraction of time each flagellar motor rotates CW. Tumble bias changes in response to intracellular cues such as proton motive force (PMF) (9) , or extracellular chemical cues (10) , resulting in a behavior known as 'taxis'. This behavior is controlled by a simple signaling network (Fig. 1A) (10) . The intracellular signaling molecule CheY in its active, phosphorylated form (CheY-P), binds to the flagellar motors, causing a switch in rotational direction from CCW to CW. CheY is phosphorylated by the kinase CheA and dephosphorylated by the phosphatase CheZ. E. coli has five types of transmembrane receptors (Fig. 1A ) of varying abundance-Tar, Tsr, Aer, Tap, and Trg-that sense a range of environmental signals (11, 12) . These receptors form complexes with CheA, coupling its kinase activity to environmental conditions. For example, binding of chemical repellents to the receptors' ligand-binding domains results in increased CheA activity, a higher concentration of CheY-P, a higher probability of CW motor rotation, and therefore a higher tumble bias. Vice versa , binding of chemoattractants deactivates CheA, resulting in lower tumble bias. Finally, CheA activity is also regulated by receptor methylation, which is controlled by methyltransferase CheR and methylesterase CheB, the latter of which is active only when phosphorylated by active CheA (10) (Fig. 1A) . CheR and CheB regulation of CheA activity formsa negative feedback loop that allows bacteria to adapt to new conditions. The net result is that E. coli run lengths increase as conditions become more favorable, cells migrate towards a better environment, and eventually adapt as the tumble bias returns to its basal value (13) .
The taxis signaling network is characterized by its (1) extreme sensitivity-an E. coli cell can respond to concentration changes as small as ∼ 3 nM, corresponding to just a few molecules per cell volume (14) ; (2) wide dynamic range-a cell is sensitive to changes of up to 5 orders of magnitude in concentration (10) ; and (3) the ability to integrate diverse extracellular cues-not just concentrations of various chemicals ('chemotaxis'), but temperature ('thermotaxis'), pH ('pH-taxis'), and light ('phototaxis') (12, 15, 16) . Chemotaxis in E. coli has been studied extensively and serves as a paradigm for the way living cells modulate their behavior in response to environmental signals (13, (17) (18) (19) (20) . However, there have been only a handful of studies on E. coli phototactic response (4) (5) (6) (7) , and the adaptive value of phototaxis remains unclear.
Here, we study phototaxis by analyzing single-cell trajectories in populations of E. coli bacteria free-swimming in 2D, before and after exposure to blue light. Our results show that light is a universal tactic signal and elicits responses mediated by all 5 types of receptors.
Single-receptor mutant measurements confirm that Tar and Aer receptors mediate increased tumbling in bacteria exposed to light, in agreement with prior studies (7) . The role of the other three receptors in phototaxis was previously unknown. We find that Tsr and Trg also mediate tumbling in response to light, whereas Tap mediates a running response. Despite Tap being a low abundance receptor, we observe that several multi-receptor strains containing Tap exhibit running responses to light. A reversible decrease in bacterial swimming velocity that we observe upon light exposure suggests that light perturbs electron transport and/or proton motive force (PMF). Based on these results, we propose a mechanism for a universal tactic response to light in which E. coli receptors sense light-induced perturbations of PMF or parameters coupled to PMF.
Results
Response to blue light requires at least one receptor, functional CheY,
CheR and CheB
We analyzed swimming trajectories from thousands of cells stimulated by a turn-on or turn-off of blue light ( Fig. 1B; Supplementary Fig. 1-3 ; Materials and Methods). Similarly to Wright et al. (7) , we observed wild-type E. coli tumble more in response to a turn-on, then return to the prestimulus tumble bias, and exhibit the opposite response to a turn-off (Fig. 1C) Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Under our conditions (M9 supplemented with 4 mg/ml succinate and motility buffer with 4 mg/ml succinate), the response amplitude increased with light intensity and saturated at ~400 mW/cm 2 ( Fig. 1C) .
We confirmed that this response is mediated by the chemotactic network by performing control experiments with mutants missing different components of the network ( Supplementary   Fig. 5 ). We observed no response to light in either a receptorless strain (UU1250 , Table 1 ) or a strain lacking functional CheY (CR20 , Table 1 ). Therefore, similar to other types of tactic stimuli, blue light modulates the activity of receptor signaling complexes, and this signal is communicated to the flagellar motors through the signaling molecule CheY-P. Blue light does not appear to affect switching of flagellar motor rotation directly.
We also confirmed that the observed adaptation to blue light is mediated by chemotactic network proteins CheR and CheB. A strain lacking the receptor demethylase CheB (ΔB, Table   1 ) had a very high tumble bias which did not increase measurably upon light exposure ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). The lack of response indicates that fully methylated receptors cannot be further activated by light. A strain lacking the receptor methyltransferase CheR (ΔR, Table 1) exhibited an initial sharp increase in tumble bias, similarly to the wild-type strain, but the tumble bias then failed to return to a lower value ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). The lack of adaptation is expected: in the absence of CheR, receptor methylation level is low and adaptation through de-methylation is therefore impossible. In summary, the lack of response in the ΔCheB strain indicates that a tumbling response to light is caused by receptor activation in the wild-type strain. The post-response kinetics in the ΔCheR strain indicate that adaptation in the wild-type strain is mediated by CheR through the negative feedback loop of the chemotaxis network.
(Note that rather than simply leveling off, the tumble bias of ΔCheR continues to increase slowly, which we speculate is due to a slow, secondary effect.) , we observed tumbling responses in Tar-and Aer-only strains ( Fig. 2A) . We also detected responses in Tsr-, Trg-, and Tap-only strains. The Tsr-only strain exhibited a weak but consistent tumbling response, and the Trg-only strain showed a tumbling response with delayed onset ( Fig. 2A) .
All five
The Tap-only strain showed a unique response pattern compared to the other receptors. (23) . Indeed, the Tap-only strain had a higher tumble bias in the presence of phenol which increased with phenol concentration. We observed running responses to light in both 2.5 mM ( Fig. 2A and Supplementary Fig. 6 ) and 5 mM phenol ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Phenol does not absorb in the blue region of the spectrum (24) , which rules out the possibility that Tap responds to excited-state phenol rather than to light itself. In further controls with the Tar-only strain in the presence of 2.5 mM phenol ( Supplementary Fig.   6 ), we observed qualitatively the same response to light turn-on and turn-off as in the absence of phenol, although the time scales of the response and adaptation were affected. These results taken together indicate that unlike the Tar, Tsr, Aer, and Trg receptors, the Tap receptor is deactivated by light exposure and mediates a running response in E. coli .
The observed single-receptor responses exhibited adaptation behavior consistent with
what is known about the mechanisms of adaptation for different receptors ( Fig. 2A) . Both Tar- and Tsr-only strains adapted to a steady-state tumble bias <10 s after the light turn-on, which is consistent with methylation-dependent adaptation (Fig. 2B) . In contrast, Tap-and Trg-only strains did not adapt appreciably to light turn-on, consistent with the fact that they cannot recruit CheR (22) . We did observe partial, slow adaptation kinetics in both mutants, which may be due to the recently reported mechanism of motor remodeling (25) or, alternatively, may reflect internal dynamics of the processes perturbed by light. The Aer receptor adapts through an unknown methylation-independent pathway that also tends to be slower (26) and consequently, we do not observe significant adaptation for the Aer-only strain within the duration of our measurement.
Turn-off responses. For most of the single-receptor strains, response to light turn-off was symmetrical to the response to light turn-on ( Fig. 2A ). For example, Tsr-only and Tar-only strains exhibited the running responses to turn-off with the adaptation kinetics similar to turn-on responses, further confirming that adaptation is mediated by the negative feedback loop of the chemotaxis network ( Fig. 2A) . In Trg and Tap-only strains, responses to light turn-off were also opposite in sign to those to turn-on, but with little to no adaptation ( Fig. 2A) . In contrast, Aer-only strain exhibited markedly slower response kinetics when high intensity light was turned off as compared to when light was turned on ( Fig. 2A ). This result suggests that the effect of light goes beyond receptor activation, and that Aer may be sensing a secondary effect from which it takes some time to recover, rather than light itself ( Fig. 2A) . However, at low light intensity, Aer responses to light turn-off and turn-on became symmetric ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). This intensity dependence suggests that Aer has a sensing mechanism qualitatively different at low and high light intensities.
Response time analysis.
We also analyzed the response times of the various strainsdefined as the time from the application of the stimulus to the response peak. We switched light on and off in less than one movie frame (0.08 s), and conformational changes of receptors in response to stimuli are known to happen on a sub-second time scale (27) . 
Contribution of individual receptors to the light response in multiple receptor strains is non-additive
Our results indicate that light is a universal tactic stimulus that affects all five E. coli chemotactic receptors. When all receptors respond to the same stimulus, it is far from obvious how the signals from different receptors will be integrated to produce a response in wild-type strain. Chemotaxis signaling units, formed by trimers of receptor homodimers and CheA dimers, are organized into a hexagonal lattice that serves as a structural platform for interactions between receptors (29-31) . Signals from low abundance receptors are thus amplified by interactions with high abundance receptors and could still contribute to the chemotactic response (32) . Therefore, the contribution of individual receptor types to the overall response could be non-additive.
As shown in Fig. 1 , in a wild-type strain, in which 4 out of 5 receptors (all but Tap) mediate a tumbling response to light, the integrated result of the individual receptor contributions is a tumbling response with the amplitude comparable to that of the Tar-only strain. This suggests that, despite its low abundance, the 'running' receptor Tap may contribute to the response of the wild-type strain and lower the amplitude of the tumbling response.
Since Tap is the only receptor type to mediate a running response to light exposure, we asked whether it can switch the sign of the response in multi-receptor mutants, strains expressing a subset of 5 chemoreceptors (Table 1) . Indeed, we observed a running response in several mutants containing the Tap receptor (Fig. 3) . For example, a combination of high-abundance Tar and low-abundance Aer receptors, which both mediate tumbling responses, with low-abundance Tap receptor produced a running response as illustrated by the ΔTsrΔTrg strain (Fig. 3A) . Similar to the Tap-only strain, the response in this mutant was not immediate, as it took ~5 s to reach the minimum in tumble bias. Turning the light off also caused a tumbling response, although with much lower amplitude. We also observed a running response to a light turn-on in a ΔAer strain, with a similarly slow response time (Fig. 3A) . In these strains, we expect receptor abundance to be similar to that in the wild-type strain-where the abundance of Tap is much lower than that of Tar or Tsr (Fig. 3C) . Therefore, the running response must be a result of amplification of Tap-mediated signaling by other receptors.
We found that the presence of Tap was a necessary, but not sufficient condition to observe a running response. For example, adding Tsr receptor to ΔTsrΔTrg mutant resulted in a switch in response from running back to tumbling (Fig. 3A, B ). This result is especially surprising
given that Tsr only mediates a weak tumbling response on its own (Fig. 2) . This further underlines the importance of interactions between receptors in determining the overall response.
Blue light exposure causes a reversible decrease in swimming velocity
Despite primarily sensing different environmental signals, the 5 chemoreceptors in E. coli universally respond to the same blue light stimulus, one of them in the opposite direction from the other four. According to current understanding, Aer is the only receptor that binds a blue light-absorbing chromophore (flavin adenine dinucleotide, FAD) as a cofactor, and therefore could be directly photosensitive (33) . Thus, the mechanism of photosensitivity is unclear for the remaining four receptors. It has been speculated that E. coli monitors some intracellular parameter perturbed by the absorption of blue photons. Wright and co-authors suggested, for example, that the Tar receptor may be sensing perturbations in electron transport induced by blue light, which would affect Proton Motive Force (PMF) (7) . We explored whether or not the PMF hypothesis is a plausible explanation for the light sensitivity of chemoreceptors.
PMF is generated during respiration by electron and proton translocation across the membrane (34) . It is used to synthesize ATP and to energize other processes in the cell such as ion transport and flagellar rotation (34) . It was previously shown that the flagellar rotation rate is linearly proportional to PMF under both high and low viscous load, the latter corresponding to the load on flagella in free-swimming bacteria (35, 36) . Therefore, all else being equal, the bacterial swimming velocity can serve as a proxy measure of PMF. If light does affect PMF, we can expect to see corresponding trends in swimming velocity.
Velocity traces for receptorless strain UU1250 at different light intensities are shown in Figure 4A . Light exposure caused a gradual decrease in its swimming velocity. Since the receptorless strain does not exhibit a change in tumble bias in response to light ( Supplementary   Fig. 4 ), trends in swimming velocity cannot be attributed to an imperfect run-tumble assignment (see Materials and Methods). A similar decrease in velocity was also observed for all other strains assayed, including the wild-type (Fig. 4B) . The different response kinetics that we observe for single-receptor mutants may reflect different blue light sensing mechanisms of individual receptors ( Figure 2 and Supplementary   Fig. 7 ). Response times appear to fall into two categories-fast (e.g. Tar), in which the response is essentially immediate within the time resolution of our measurements and likely reflect a direct light absorption process, and slow (e.g. Trg), in which light-induced changes are presumably more indirect and take longer to have an effect. In the Aer-only strain, the response is essentially immediate at higher intensities, which is consistent with direct sensing of light by Aer through the photoreduction of its co-factor FAD (40) . On the other hand, as a receptor for 'energy-taxis,' Aer can also sense perturbations in electron transport, proposed to occur through change in redox state of respiratory enzymes (41) . We speculate that this sensing mechanism is reflected in the slower response times observed at lower light intensities ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ).
In contrast, Tsr has been shown to respond directly to changes in PMF, and may display fast response kinetics due to the low threshold needed to elicit a response (41) . How the remaining receptors sense light remains unclear. Based on the response kinetics we suspect that Tar responds to light or parameters that change immediately with light intensity, while Tap and Trg sense more indirect light-induced effects (Figure 2 ).
To place our results in perspective, we compare the intensity values that we have used with those that bacteria may actually encounter in nature. E. coli bacteria live a biphasic lifecycle with their primary habitat in the mammalian gut. Between being excreted from one host and finding the next one, E. coli bacteria inhabit nutrient-sparse water or soil environments (42) .
During the environmental phase of its lifestyle, E. coli can be exposed to the light from the sun.
The intensity of the solar illumination at the surface of Earth is ~140 mW/cm 2 across the visible spectrum, with roughly 60 mW/cm 2 falling within the 60-nm band of the blue light response spectrum as measured by Wright et al. (7) . This value is comparable to the lowest intensity at which we observed significant responses for some of the strains in this study, 74 mW/cm 2 ( Fig.   2 ), although not for the wild-type strain (Fig. 1) . However, under different growth conditions the wild-type strain exhibits a clear response at these low light intensities ( Supplementary Fig. 4) consistent with observations by Wright and co-workers (7) . We speculate that the blue light response depends on growth conditions because they affect the relative abundances of different receptors types (21, 43) , which influence its amplitude and sign according to our data for multi-receptor mutants (Fig. 3) . Therefore, responses may be more significant for certain free-living E. coli strains. While it remains to be seen what the biological significance of the blue light response is, our results indicate that migration of E. coli bacteria due to exposure to sunlight is plausible.
We propose that blue light may be a useful tool in investigations of chemotactic behavior. Because light is a universal stimulus for all E. coli receptors, it may provide a way to quantify interactions between different types of receptors. In addition, light, unlike chemicals, is much easier to control both in time and in space. Therefore, using light as a stimulus may allow studying taxis behavior of bacteria in a heterogeneous environment with multiple light gradients, thereby bridging the gap between the types of gradients bacteria likely encounter in nature and those that can be generated experimentally.
Materials and Methods

Microbiology Cell growth and media
Bacteria were grown for 20-24 hours overnight from a single colony in 1 ml of M9 minimal medium, supplemented with 4 mg/ml succinate unless otherwise noted (1x M9 salts:
12.8 g/l Na 2 HPO 4 ·7H 2 O, 3g/l KH 2 PO 4 , 0.5 g/l NaCl, 1 g of NH 4 Cl; 2 μM MgSO 4 ; 0.1 mM CaCl 2 ; 0.5 mM of each Meth, Leu, Thr and His; 100 μ g/ml thiamine; 4 mg/ml succinate) shaking at 265 RPM at 30°C with appropriate antibiotics if necessary (34 μg/l of Chloramphenicol or 100 μg/l of Ampicillin). The overnight culture was diluted 50-fold in 1 ml of the same medium and grown, shaking at 265 RPM at 30°C for 8-12 hr (to OD600 ∼ 0.25-0.3) with appropriate inducers if necessary. The following concentrations of inducers were used for strains with plasmids: 50 μM IPTG for UU1250 + pSB20, 0.7 μM NaSal for UU1250 + pTP1 and 0.8 μM NaSal for UU1250 + pPA705.
The over-day culture was harvested by centrifugation (1300 g, 10 min) and gently resuspended in the appropriate volume of "motility buffer" (28) (70 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5, 4 mg/ml succinate, 100 μM methionine) to reach a final OD of 0.15. Bacteria were placed back in the shaker to oxygenate the media. Methionine was added to a final concentration of 100 μM prior to sample chamber assembly. Phenol was added to a final concentration of 2.5 mM or 5 mM where noted.
Strains
Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Tables 1 and 2 . Plasmid pTP1 was constructed from plasmid pKG117 by subcloning the wild-type tap gene between NdeI-BamHI restriction sites (Table 2 ). Synthesis and subcloning were performed by Genscript.
Two-dimensional swimming assay
Slides (3'' x 1'', # 3010, Thermo-Fisher) and coverslips (22 x 22 mm, #1, VWR) were sonicated in acetone for ~15 min, rinsed, then sonicated in KOH for 15 min, and rinsed and dried by centrifugation (1000 rpm, 3 min). Cleaning was done on the day of each experiment as we found that storing cleaned slides in distilled water even for one day resulted in the accumulation of defects on the glass surface. Prior to each experiment, slides and coverslips were passivated with bovine serum albumin (BSA, B9000S, New England BioLabs) to prevent sticking of bacteria. Slides and coverslip were incubated with 2 mg/ml BSA for ~20 min, then rinsed with a copious amount of water and dried with nitrogen. To assemble the chamber, a drop of motility buffer (5 μl) containing E. coli cells was placed on a slide and gently covered with a coverslip.
Care was taken to prevent the formation of air bubbles. To prevent buffer evaporation, open sides were sealed with fast curing epoxy (Devcon, 5 minute epoxy). The distance between the slide and coverslip was determined by the thickness of the liquid layer of bacterial medium and was ∼ 10 μm, which roughly corresponds to our 20x objective's depth of field.
Microscopy
We used an inverted optical microscope (Zeiss, Axio Observer A1) with a 20x objective (Fig. 1b) .
Excitation light from a blue LED was introduced through the back port of the microscope.
A blue LED (Thorlabs, M455L3) with a collimation assembly (retaining ring, lens tube, and aspheric condenser lens (Thorlabs, ACL2520-A)) was mounted using a Zeiss Axioskop Microscope Lamphouse Port Adapter (Thorlabs, SM1A23). Excitation light passed through a 440 ± 5-nm bandpass filter (Chroma, CT440/10bp) and was directed toward the field of view by a 500-nm dichroic mirror (Chroma, 500dcxr). To achieve even illumination of the field of view, we followed the standard procedure for Koehler illumination. The microscope field stop was opened to match the field of view (≈1.2 mm in diameter for the 20x objective).
The output light intensity of the LED was determined by the current from the LED driver (Thorlabs, LEDD1B) controlled by a DAQ card (National Instruments, NI PCI-6221) and defined using a LabView interface. Neutral density filters of ND 1 and ND 0.5 were installed in the filter slider (Thorlabs, NE05B ND, and NE10B ND) to gain finer control over the resulting light intensity. Light intensity at the sample plane at different supply voltages was measured with a power meter (Newport, power meter 1916C equipped with photodiode sensor 918D-SL-OD3) placed on the microscope stage such that the illumination fitted the area of the sensor. To calculate light power density, the total power was divided by the illumination area. The unevenness of the illumination was estimated from the distribution of pixel brightness values in an image taken by the camera below its saturation and was found to be ~10% of the mean. We used this value as an estimate for the error in light power density.
Movies of swimming bacteria were captured using a CCD camera (PointGrey, 
Data analysis Trajectory preparation and filtering
Analysis of bacterial trajectories was performed using an automated workflow implemented in Python. First, we detected bacteria in each frame of a recorded movie using the OpenCV computer vision library (44) . Then, coordinates were linked into trajectories using the trackPy package (Fig. 1B) (45) . At this point, we removed all trajectories shorter than 1 s, or 12 frames, from further consideration. Then we calculated instantaneous linear velocities and accelerations and angular velocities and accelerations using 1-frame windows following the procedure described by Dufour et al. (46) .
Next, we used the following approach to filter out spurious trajectories that belonged to bacteria tethered to the surface, drifting, or swimming too slowly. For every trajectory, we calculated the average angular velocity and the 95th percentile of the linear velocity. The two-dimensional distribution of all trajectories in these coordinates contains two clusters: one cluster corresponding to normally swimming bacteria, the less populated cluster containing trajectories of very slow or surface-tethered bacteria ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). For each bacterial strain, we found the two coordinates of the maximum of the 'swimming' cluster-the most probable values of angular velocity and 95th percentile of velocity-and kept only the trajectories that lied within the a certain radius R from the maximum. With the exception of the few strains that exhibit a very strong response to light, we defined R as R = 4 < MAD >, where < MAD > is the median absolute deviation (MAD) from the maximum of the distribution, averaged across all strains with a functional chemotaxis network. Filtering was performed separately for different strains to avoid bias due to variation in the swimming behavior. We found that filtering does not affect trajectories of the bacteria that are exposed to light disproportionately: the fraction of trajectories within 4 < MAD > for bacteria before, during, and after light exposure is roughly the same.
The area accessible to bacteria in a slide-coverslip chamber is larger than the illuminated area. Therefore, unexposed bacteria swimming from outside of the area illuminated by blue light could subsequently swim into the field of view and affect the observed kinetics.
However, the illuminated area is still larger than the observation area captured by the camera, and these bacteria have to swim 0. 
Run-tumble assignment
To assign run and tumble states we used a Hidden Markov Model with Gaussian-distributed emissions similar to the one described by Dufour et al. (46) . In this type of model, the state of the system (e.g. 'run' or 'tumble') is not directly observed ('hidden'), but its outputs ('emissions') such as velocity, acceleration, and angular acceleration can be observed.
The hidden states and known outputs are related by an emission probability, while the transition between states is given by a transition matrix.
We implemented the Hidden Markov model using the Python package hmmlearn to infer the sequence of 'hidden' swimming states from time traces of the observable parameters (47) .
Parameters of the model-the transition probability matrix and the emission probabilities of the observables-are estimated from a reference dataset consisting of >20,000 pre-stimulus Alon et al. (48) . Under these alternate criteria, bacteria were considered to be tumbling if the velocity was below the 90th percentile of velocities divided by two and if the angular velocity was above 6 rad/s. We compared tumble bias traces obtained with each assignment method.
Although the absolute value of tumble bias was offset depending on the specific method used to assign runs and tumbles, the trends-response and adaptation to light exposure-did not depend on the analysis method. Finally, following Wright et al. we used angular velocity or RCD (7) (rate of change in direction), which is proportional to tumble bias over a range of values (49) , as a population measure of the E. coli chemotactic response. We found similar trends in the RCD traces as well. Therefore, we conclude that our results are robust to the method of analysis. The Python library that we developed for detection and analysis of trajectories is available on the GitHub repository: https://github.com/tatyana-perlova/py-taxis .
For each movie, the average tumble bias across all trajectories was calculated in each movie frame. Tumble bias traces from movies taken under the same conditions were averaged, yielding a smooth tumble bias trace as a function of time for each strain or condition. We used standard error between the tumble biases of individual bacterial trajectories as a measure of uncertainty of average tumble bias (Fig. 1C, shaded area) . The amplitude A was defined as the maximum change in tumble bias upon light exposure compared to the pre-stimulus value and was calculated over a 0.5-s window to minimize the contribution of noise (Fig. 2B ). For extracting response and adaptation times, tumble bias response traces during light exposure were fitted to the equation:
The logarithmic term was added to account for the slow adaptation kinetics in some of the receptor mutants. The response time t resp was defined as the time it takes for the resulting fitted function to reach 90±1% of the amplitude (Fig. 2B) or:
Similarly, the adaptation time t adap was defined as the time it takes for the difference between the pre-stimulus value of tumble bias and the fitting function to reach 50±1% of the amplitude (Fig.   2B ). The error in determining response and adaptation time was calculated as the standard error of the tumble bias at t resp or t adap (width of the shaded area around the tumble bias trace, Figure 2 ) divided by the slope of the linear fit to the trace at that point. For plotting, tumble bias time traces were averaged using a 10-frame moving window.
Running velocity analysis
The running velocity was defined as the velocity during frames assigned to runs. For the non-tumbling receptorless strain UU1250 we used velocity during every frame. Time traces of the normalized run velocity (Fig. 4A) were calculated as follows: each individual velocity trace was divided by the pre-stimulus velocity calculated in a 20-s window prior to light exposure.
Traces for were then shifted to align 'light on' or 'light off' frames and averaged using a 10-frame non-overlapping rolling window. As the tumble assignment procedure is not perfect, not all tumbles are detected, which is reflected in a sudden decrease in swimming velocity right after (Fig. 4B) . 
